ACTU CONGRESS

INVITATION

The Campaign for Independent East Timor invites you to a
reception for delegates to the Australian Council o Trade Unions (ACTU)
Congress to be held

at :
TEACHERS CLUB

first floor,
300 Sussex St,,
Sydney
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER

Ik

from 6pm to 7.30pm.

The film, "Timor —Isle of Fear, Isle of Hope" will be shown.
Short speeches by Chris Santos, Democratic Republic of East Timor
Information Officer, Mr Jim Roulston, Junior Vice President of ACTU and other
speakers.

The Teachers Club is in Sussex St., near the corner of Bathurst
St. , and a short walk from the Town Hall. Please ask at desk at entrance
for the reception. You are invited to enjoy the facilities of the Club
after the reception.
LIGHT REFRESHMENTS SUPPLIED

LEAFLETTING AT OPENING OF ACTU
CONGRESS

Sample copies of East Timor News, a leaflet and an invitation to the reception
will be distributed at the opening of the ACTU Congress on Monday September
12 from 1.30pm. Any supporters of the East Timorese people are asked to
come to the Town Hall steps at that time to help in distribution.
It is also hoped to establish a small stall in the Town Hall corridors and to

set up a photo display. Anyone able to staff the stall on the Monday,Tuesday
or Wednesday of the Congress are asked to contact CIET at 61-7089 to work
out times

when you can staff the stall.

NEXT GENERAL MEETING OF CIET

WILL BE ON THURSDAY SEPTEMBER .: 15

at 7.30pm at fourth floor, 232 Castlereagh St.

Topics for discussion will include activity
around October 16, second anniversary of murder
of five Australian journalists at Balibo by Indonesian
troops,

NB: T-SHIRTS IN ALL SIZES WITH SLOGAN: EAST TIMBR VENCEREMOS AND FRETXIN FLAG

'NOW AVAILABLE FOR $k.50 ($3.50 for small child sizes) also Timor Kit $2.50
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EAST TIMOR NEWS AGENCY-

fourth floorv 232..CastlereRgh Sfca5Sydney^NSW 2000 Phones 6i?089

September 7

COMMUNIQUE FROM MINISTRY OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS OF THE REVOLUTIONARY
GOVERNMENT

OF IHE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF EAST TIMOR

In accordance with the May \ 1.977 resolution of the Political Committee
of the Central Committee of Fretilin , the second plenary meeting of the
External FrGnt of the Revolutionary Front of Independent East Timor —FRETILIN —
and of the Government of the Democratic Republic of East Timor , was held

in the city of Maputo ., capital of the People's Republic of Mozambique f-from
August 2kr 1977.to September 1, 1977 , presided over by the National Political
Commisar, Minister:of State for Political Affairs, Plenipotentiary,Marx Bin
Hamud Alkatirfu

Present in the meeting were the Political Commissar and Minister of State for
j^
Economic and Social Affairs, Abilio de Araujo ; the Commander-General of Falintil IP
and Minister for National Defences Rogerio Lobato ; the Secretary of the

Department of External Relations and Minister for External. Relations,Jose
Ramos-Horta ; the Permanent Representative of Fretilin in the Feople's Republic
of Mozambique and Ambassador of FRETV Roque Rodrigues ; the Permanent

Representative of Fretilin in the People's Republic of Angola and Charge d1Affaires
Jose Maria Sarmento ..and Fretilin Representative for Europe.Leonel de Andrade*
Some sessions of this Plenary

Meeting were attended by rank-and-file Fretilin

militants currently residing in the People's Republic of Mozambique,fulfilling
their tasks.

In the course of the Plenary Meeting,several subjects were profoundly debated,
namely :

a) The evolution of the political-military situation in East Timor, its reper
cussions

in the national, regional and international context,and its implica

tions in the diplomatic front :

^

{^
{^PH

b) Problems of revolutionary discipline ;
c) Cabinet reshuffle •
In considering the lattery it was unanimously decided to greet the Cabinet
reshuffle, in accordance with the guidelines laid down by the Political
Committee of the Central Committee of Fretilin, as follows :

— Mari Bin Hamud Alkatiri is entrusted with the portfolio of Secretary of the
Department of External Relations of the Government of DRET3ceasing his
functions as National Political Commissar and Minister of State for Political
Affairs ;

-— Abilio de Araujo is entrusted with.the functions of roving Ambassador, ceas
ing his functions as a Political Commissar of Fretilin and of Minister of State
for Economic and Social Affairs ;
—

Roberio Lobato is entrusted with the

functions of Minister Adviser to

the Minister of External Relations with the
functions as the Commander-General

t

;

category of Commander,ceasing his

of Falintil

and of Minister of National

Defence of DRET $
—- Jose Eamos-Hcrta is entrusted with the functions of Fretilin Representative
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to the United Nations and Ambassador of DRET, ceasing his functions as a
Secretary tin oi the Department of External. Relations

.andi.^jf the Minister

of External Relations of DRET»

For publication.
Done on the 5th. of September 1977

Signed : Mari Alkatiri
Member of the Central Committee of Fretilin,
Minister of External Relations of the Democratic Republic of East Timor
Plenipotentiary

Jose Ramos-Horta added the following note to the Communique : W" The
meaning of this reshuffle is the strengthening of the leadership structure
inside the country," when it was sent to ETNA.

NEWS FROM RADIO MAUBERE September 5, 1977

SUAI : From August 1 to 5, Fretilin forces in special duties killed
hO Indonesian soldiers and wounded a lot. Fretilin forces suffered no casualties.
FOHOREM -FATULULIK : the impotent enemy have used aerial bombardment
on those villages, destroying several houses and killing several children
ATSABE :

From August 1 to 10, fierce fighting took place and nine Indonesian

soldiers and lots of traitors were killed by Fretilin revolutionary forces.
In revenge, the enemy executed 20 captured population and strongly bombarded
with mortar fire

Fretilin positions.

BOBONARO:I formation received

says that the Indonesians have sent the strong

ones of the captured population to Irian Jaya and many of them have already

in the fighting in Irian Jaya»The enemy is still recruiting more captured

/rr^^
j
x

^^

males to go Irian Jaya.
ZUMULAI : On August 2*f, two aircraft strongly bombed the village and destroyed
several houses, killing two women and lots of kids.

BAUCAU;August 28, with three behicles the enemy tried to advance to Loilobu
and ( ??? names inaudible) .However,Fretilin revolutionary forced killed

16 Indonesian soldiers and wounded a lott and repelled the enemy and Fretilin
suffered no casualties.

BOBONARO:From Bobonaro we have received the following information : most
impotent enemy is trying a new tactic ,by launching massive (?) offensives
to take the high points to put heavy artillery to support deep raids 4
the large Fretilin controlled areas.Indonesian troops are concentratxi*tt long
the border in Indonesian territory.Indonesian troops are preparing to use
chemical bombs over agriculture fields. The population in the Indonesian
concentration camps in Suai, Bobonaro, Maliana,and Atsabe and inside
Indonesian border, have been moved to the eastern zone.

(NOTE:

RADIO MAUBERE ON SEPTEMBER h CLAIMED THAT "POISONOUS POWDER"

WAS

BE DROPPED BY INDONESIAN AIRCRAFT ON AGRICULTURAL FIELDS IN LIBERATED AREAS
TO DESTROY CROPS)„
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EAST -TIMOR-NEWS--AGENCY

fourth floor, 232 Castlereagh^St^S^ey-NSTT^
PRESS RELEASE .
NEWS AND COMMUNIQUES ON RADIO MAUBERE SEPTEMBER 23 and 23

Radio ^aubere news September 23
LIKICA: On September 1?,
the enemy has massively advanced massively over
one Fretilin position, supported by bombardment from a warship. The enemy
occupied that position, but Fretilin later that day counter-attacked and
fierce fighting went on all day,In the evening the enemy withdrew to
VATO-VOU mountain,where bloody fighting went on* There, Fretilin eliminated
80 Indonesian soldiers and wounded a lot. Meanwhile, very intense fighting
is still going on*

BAZARTETE: On September 20, the enemy advanced over one Fretilin position *
After fierce ^fighting the enemy was repelled to its former position* Fretilin
revolutionary forces have killed 10 Indonesian soldiers .Fretilin forces
suffered no casualties.

DILI:

The situation in Dili is

deteriorating more and more. Its highly

discouraging,.the shortage of medical supplies, starvation and climate of
terror imposed by the Javanese colonial troops on the pacific population.It's
still (imposing) very bad treatment and acute tortures of all kinds*
Recently the .enemy have indiscriminately and materially affected a high number
of the civilian population, who after suffering brutalities were exiled to
Atauro Island*

Radio Maubere news, September 23 •

LIKICA: 80 enemy were killed,and enemy fled away to Maubara lagoon, where
they were bombarded by Fretilin mortars.Fretilin suffered four dead and six
wounded*

B0B0NARO: September 22 —

enemy launched a strong new offensive over one

Fretilin position supported by heavy artillery* The glorious Falintil are
heroically resisting and fierce fighting is going on.

SOIBADA : The enemy is hiding in Soibada village. Supplies can only be

got to them by air,thanks to the action of Fretilin forces.So,on September 13
and 1? the enemy has dropped four lots of supplies by parachute. On September

17,

Fretilin forces killed

two Indonesian soldiers and wounded three ..Fretilin

forces didn!t suffer any casualties. :
COMMUNIQUE TO THE CAMPAIGN FOR INDEPENDENT EAST TIMOR FOR CIRCULATION.
AROUND THE WORLD

Democratic Republic of East Timor

FRETILIN- Department of Information and National Security

A new wave of Indonesian offensives on East Timor is about(taking place?)-.

Against the heroic armed struggle of the Maubere people, all the enemy pathetic
attempts to suffocate our struggle for national liberation and building the
new society have always failed,, For this reason the enemy is concentrating
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a high number of Indonesian troops along the border line,particularly
in Maliana ,Atapupu and Atambua CO in order to launch a new,stronger
offensive over Fretilin large controlled areas.Besides, the enemy is

using Batugade 02 as a military training cnetre for the selected
captured population and for those ones in West Timor forced to it.

It's simply ridiculous , the statement of the puppet Paggabean(2) about
the mobilisation of 16 battalions to East Timor to erush just only 200
Fretilin remaining forces still resisting in the mountains.

The people of East Timor are politically and militarily prepared to face
s hard and long term struggle and materialising in practice the strategy
decided by the Higher Council of Struggle of Fretilin Central Committee

— the historic meeting held in Lalini (between March and May 1977 —ETNA^*

In this way,in the battlefield, we have already brought success,such as
the special annihilation inflicted by Fretilin revolutionary forces to

the enemy on September 11,1977 in Matabean Mountain (near Quelicai —ETNA),
which details are the following :

On September 11, the enemy made an offensive over Fretilin positions in
Matabean Mountain with an effective of eight companies being three of
tehm Red Berets.Fretilin forces have counter-attacked and annihilated over

200 Indonesian soldiers , being 150 confirmed (killed —ETNA)
a lot,, of them* The rest have been withdrawn

and wounded

to their former positions.

Fretilin forces have captured from the enemy the -following war materials;
ten machine guns of Belgian brand ; 10 automatic rifles ; eight Ml3 autom
atic rifles of American make ; two mortars of 60 mm.; one automatic

rifle Kashilokov ; one automatic rifle 7«7 mm ; three compasses; two
binoculars * a lot of ammunition of several calibres; a lot of hand grenades
and several war

equipment.

^

Finally, Fretilin forces have captured four Indonesian military elements,
being three sergeants and one corporala Unfortunately, one of the three
sergeants didd shortly after due to the injuries. Fretilin forces have
suffered eight dead. This Indonesian offensive was commanded by Marine
Lt- Colonel mamed

Soar Soisu.

September 23, 1977

Smgned : Alarico Jorge Fernandes, Minister for Information and National
Security.

NOTE: (1) Maliana and Batugade are in East Timor, a few miles from the
border.Atambua and Atapupu are a few miles on the West Timor side of the
border•

(2)

Indonesian Defence Minister.

THIS COMMUNIQUE IS REPRODUCED AS READ OVER RADIO MAUBERE
Corrections and

comments in brackets by ETNA*
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N SEPTEMBER 23.

STOP MURTOPO'5 VISIT !

A PRELIMINARY BRIEFING ON THE VISIT OF INDONESIAN
GENERAL ALI MURTOPO TO AUSTRALIA IN EARLY NOVEMBERTO ATTEND WILLIAMSBURG VII

A top-level think-tank of South-Asian,American,Australian and other
generals, Ministers, multinational corporations and academics will be
held from TUESDAY NOVEMBER 1 to NOON FRIDAY NOVEMEER 4 A* THE

UNIVERSITY HOUSE OF THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY, CANBERRA.
Among those taking part will be General Ali Murtopo, "Project Officer for

the Acquisition of East Timor", right-hand man of President Suharto,
de facto chief of Indonesian security police, and one of the most responsible
for the invasion of East Timor.

"".=

'"•

We present below some preliminary facts about Williamsburg VII and some
proposals for action.

^

1. WHO WILL TAKE PART IN WILLIAMSBURG VII ?

•''./V, *

The list reads like a who's who of imperialism*

From INDONESIAN, Ali Murtopo; lawyer Adnan Nasution; Rachmat Saleh , Governor
of Bank of Indonesia ; Soedjatmoko, former Ambassador to US ( ; and Julius
Tahaya of Caltex Indonesia (!).

•*••»"":'

From AUSTRALIA : Rod Carnegie (Conzinc Rioting.-Bougainville Copper) ;
John Reid , of James Hardie and BHP (director) ; Stephen Fitzgerald

(ex Ambassador t£ China — called in to. give, expertise on China) ; Nicholas
Parkinson ( secretary,Dept.of Foreign Affairs) amd Sir Laurence Mclntyre,
Aust.Institute of International Affairs).

From USA : John D Rockefeller III (listed as a •philanthropist but ... ) ;
Geerge Ball.Xformer US Secretary of Defence(?0> and now with Lehman Brothers) ;
Herbert Cornuelle (chairman,Dillingham Corp.); William Agee ( chairman,
Bendix Corp.); James Reston (NY Times) ; and, O.ther top businessmen plus
officers of Asia Society, sponsors of Williamsburg (more later on this outfit),

W

SOUTH KOREA : Kyung-won Kim (assistant to Dictator President Park) and
Hongkoo.Lee (;Seoul University)

-

MALAYSIA: Ghazali Shafie (Minister for Home Affairs and in charge of
mass detentions ....) ; Noordin Sopie ( New Straits.Times,managing editor)
NEW ZEALAND

Frank Corner (secretary, of Foreign Affairs)

•PHILIPPINES : Cesar Virata (Minister of Finance); Alejandro Melchor

(executive director, Asian Development Bank) ; Emmanuel Pelaez (lawyer).
THAILAND: Thanat Khoman ( former Foreign Minister and a top CIA man) ;
Anand Panyarachun (Ambassador to West Germany').. Also Puey Ungphakorn

(former rector of Thammasat University( has been invited,but must pay= his

own fares I

He is now in exile in England.

UNITED KINGDOM: Morman Mcrae ,deputy editor TEE ECONOMIST

SINGAPORE : Chan Heng Chee (University of Singapore)
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2 Williamsburg •••

CANADA:

Ivan Head (Prime Minister's Office) and Maurice Strong

(chairman of Petro-Canada)

JAPAN: Saburo Okita ^International Development Centre of Japan);
Nobuhiko Ushiba (former Ambassador to US) .*.. and others to yet(as-of
July 1977) to accept.

HONG KONG : Derek ^avies ( editor,Fare Eastern Economic Review) ;Harold
Lee (chairman of Lee Gardens Hotels).

BURMA- : Tun Thin ( director, International Monetary Fund )

Others have no doubt accepted, as this list is dated July 15, 1977.
2. WHAT IS WILLIAMSBURG VII ?

The Williamsburg conferences are sponsored by the Asia Society, a Rockefeller
foundation, which specialised in helping work out -American foreign

policy in Asia. Although it claims to be only a way of getting together
"decision-makers" for conferences, working out position papers,etc..

(^
^^

the Asia Society has been directly involved in providing think-tank
and research facilities for the

US war effort in Indochina.

It is obvious, also', that such conferences allow lobbying, person-toperson contact between individuals in, top positions in different

countries and from different fields. Thus' there is a high proportion
of chairmen and presideafc£-Qf multinational corporations in the American
delegation* while from Soul^gast Asian, countries ,top people, of influence
behind the scenes ,have alfio.beeiU.invited*, ©ie invitation list speaks
for itself.

j.

v-;

3. WHAT WILL THEY DISCCSS^' *
The heading of the l^J 1jj^bayyVH is.*- "-Management'of North-South
and East-West Relations in the Pacific Region: New Leaders,Strategies,

and Institutions." ( Nqts the word ; "Management" !)
The agenda is as faU/tws*-*-' '''
:
'

(*\

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 1 :~3pm*r Barticipants-to. check in at Australian. National
University Faculty Clafe ~~

opm : Reception by cc^convenors (ie. Asia Society and Australian Institute

of International Affairs)-. for participants,wives and invited guests (and
maybe some uninvitedr2),
7pm : Dinner

*
""

•/

.

'

8.30pm.: Opening sessions-welcoming remarks by JOHN D ROCKEFELLER: III —
A Retrospective Critique *
10pra : Adjourn

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 2 r 8^8.45 am : Breakfast.

:

9.15am : A retrospective critique (continued)
10*^5 am: coffee break
11 am: MAJOR ISSUES OF COMMON INTEREST TO THE COUNTRIES OF THE PACIFIC

REGION : A. — Implications of US energy policy and program for the
Pacific Region Countries.-12.30pm: adjourn
1pm : Luncheon

+''••
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:

3». Williamsburg

2.30pm : Continuation of : Implications of US energy policy and program for
the Pacific Region Countries

x 3.^5 pm: Coffee .Break

4p:,i ; B.— Implications for the region of the emergence of Hua Kuo-Feng
as Chairman of the Communist Party of the P.P. of China
3-30pm : adjourn
EVENING UNSCHEDULED ....

JHJRSDAY

NOVEMBER 3:

8-8.*f5am : Breakfast

9-15am : Continuation of Point B : ( Hua Kuo-feng...)
1C A5am :

11 am:

coffee break

c.— Implications for the region of an ASEAN effort to develop

significant collective relationships with its neighbours,with Japan ,the US and
Western Europe

12.30pm ; adjourn
m?:v.'. luncheon
..ETERNO0N UNSCHEDULED

?pm: Dinner :

£ ..30pm : Continuation of point C ... (ASEAN...)
10 .30pm: adjourn

FRIDAY NOVEMBER k :

8-8.k5 am: breakfast

SJ5 am : CONCLUDING SESSION

10*V? am: coffee break

11am : summary remarks

11 V? am : adjourn
•12.15 pm : luncheon

• ••

The section "a Retrospective Critique" (November 1 and 2) . Speakers from
all countries will speak for 8 minutes each to "sum up what had been happening
in the countries of the Region during the period from the US Presidential

election in 1976 to November 1977* as a common framwwork for viewing the future."
Then will follow questions and general discussion...
Under "Implications of US energy policy ..„" discussion will centre around
Carter's energy policy, including "and ,in particular, to Washington's attitude
towards the fast breeder."

workability of US

Also there will be

" the assessment made of the

political and economic institutions,and,in particular,of the

quality of President Carter's leadership."
i'JflTI-URANIUM MOVEMENTS should note discussion on "fast breeders",as well as total
energy policies.**

Under Implications of emergence of Hua Kuo-feng..." the agenda paper poses
many questions about the role of the Chinese leadership ,including trade,
military preparations ,attitude to Moscow, relations with US ,attitude to
Taiwan etc.,

under " Implications of ASEAN efforts,.." are

mncluded "intimations of

collective security intention " (ie* a military bloc,already de facto taking shape};
attitude to Hanoi,China,and USSR

etc..

Among those giving background papers are : Soedjatmoko,Robert Nathan,Alex Melchor,

xun Thin , Norman Mcrae,Stephen Fitzgerald,Derek ^aviers and one or two others.
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*f., Williamsburg VII
HOW SHOULD WE REACT ?

I would suggest the following :

The aim should be to force the cancellation

of Williamsburg VII before it is held. If this cannot be achieved, then
the aim should be to prevent some of the major figures participation (such

as Murtopo,Rockefeller etc..) If this fails, then we should attempt to physically
disrupt the conference. In turn,
if that is impossible it will only be
achieved by turning the area around the conference into an armed camp. It is
unclear if the participants will be "living in" ( it seems unlikely for the
top guests who could be expected to stop at top hotels...) The mention of
breakfast times,and the conference beginning soon after does however give
the impression of a live-in conference. Either way, it will be necessary to
plan

to stop it one way or another.

This implies a long, permanent presence at and around the conference or

places where the participants are stopping. That means a four-day presence
:„t the ANU. Relevant questions are : where is University House and the

Faculty Club in relation to other ANU buildings,particularly the Union and

f%

SRC ? Is it possible for protesters to be lodged at the university or nearby ? ^^
Row practical is it for the University House to be isolated by police ? How
will a large number of police be allowed for four days in permanent occupation
on ANU campus ? What are the best means of disrupting the conference ? Will
any students be at University House still as residents ?

Basically, I believe we need to plan this protest along the lines of the highly
successful anti-Springbok demonstrations of 1971 : if

shopped, it can be made

the conference can't be

a conference the participants will always remember.

Other questions : is it possible to hold a counter-conference at the ANU

on the Monday October 31 ?

Is it possible to get large interstate delegations

at this time (close to university exams) ? Can we rally other forces?
I would suggest

that as quickly as possible a broadsheet be produced,and

anti-Williamsburg VII action committees be formed in each State.

generals publicity,

Besides

I would propose that each group produce its own specific

material explaining why it is taking part in the protest, and to rally its
own supporters ( eg. Timor groups on Murtopo;, Malaysian students on Shafie,
etc.. anti-uranium groups on the discussion on energy etc..)The action groups
should be essentially co-ordinating publicity,producing a poster, and working
out basic strategies and tactics ( eg. considering aims proposed at beginning).
Obviously, the Canberra group would be key ,and would have to try to tie up
lodging arrangements, rallying the locals etc.. It will be necessary for
Tain organisers from different States to meet in Canberra beforehand, to
pian all details.

Please contact me as soon as possible so we can plan an all-in Sydney meeting
preferably next week, Melbourne is having a preliminary meeting this coming Monday,
Yours in solidarity,

Denis Freney,secretary,
Campaign for Independent East Timor
fourth floor,232 Castlereagh St.,Sydney

Phone: 617089 .515858(home) September 29
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CAMPAIGN FOR INDEPENDENT EAST TIMOR

fourth, floox* -232-•• CastOfireagh-JSt.Sydney..NSW

2000 Phone: 617089
Oofcotwar ,7s ^'^

DISCUSSION PAPER

FOR CIET AND AETA ACTIVISTS

SHOULD GIET/AETA

SUPPORT FRETILIN ?

It is unfortunate that we have to once more pose this question. After
innumerable meetings of CIET and AETA groups,locally and nationally, over

1976, the question of whether the slogan "Solidarity with Fretilin" should
be included as one adopted by CIET and AETA nationally, was decided
overwhelmingly in the affirmative.
posed again, following the arreast

Now, however, the question is being
of the Xavier group for treason.

This time,however, the motivations of those raising the question are
different,or perhaps more open. In 1976, the question was ppsed in terms
of the slogan "Solidarity with Fretilin" supposedly alienating the mass
support we would otherwise get for Fast Timor. Now, the question is being

posed in terms of not wishing to support Fretilin, because it is a political
organisation with which we, these people claim, should not be seen tc sr.ppc;-

but that we should only support the Democratic Republic of East T&nor and
the struggle of the East Timorese people*
First some factual observations :

1) FRETILIN , through its Central Committee, is the uncontested leader of
the struggle of the ^aubere people, and is the inspiration behind the
necessary deepening of the East Timorese revolution. There can be no
question of this, despite some attempts to invent dissident TJDT ,or ex-UDT

members, who fled to the mountains and are fighting the invaders* If there

are such ex-UDT elements (and although we have no confirmation, we can sfs-.."there ai*\ fKA« *>»~y *vr.o fully -in*«gr;=*ked in Fretilin ,or follow its

-^w^Acdiip. The

recent arrest of the Xavier group, as is clear from the

September 14 speech of comrade Nicolau Lobato, has meant a deepening of
the East Timorese Revolution in all spheres . Such a deepening is essential
because of the very nature of the struggle being waged in East Timor.It
is not possible to wage a protracted, peoples guerrilla war, without
a social revolution developing throughout the whole country, placing deep
roots in every hamlet, and changing the ages-old
traditions,which have
arisen from four centuries of

^&

colonial slavery.

2) The Revolutionary Government of the Democratic Republic of East Timor is
not separate from or independent of the Fretilin Central Committee, On tin-

contrary, the Fretilin CC is the supreme leadership, while the Revolution.;:,
Government is only an executive,administrative wing, which applies Fretiji-';
CC leadership and decisions. It is false therefore to make such a separation
and invent such a division., In a struggle such as that waged by the East

Timorese people, any such division or spearation would be disastrous* A
single ,united leadership, that must be above all a political leadership
must have, overall power. For the same reason, as outlined in Nicolau Lobato5
September 14-. speech, there can be no separation between the Falintil and
the civilian administration, or the political

bureaux in

different sectors

The link is the political objective, as defined by Fretilin CC. It is worth

noting that there has so far been no one who has voiced objections to the
political goals as outlined by Fretilin CC, nor to the way in which the
struggle has been waged. Rather ,the objection (on political.grounds) to
"Solidarity with Fretilin" appears to arise from an abstract desire by
some not to support any political movement,no matter the struggle it is
TIS Archives, File 3A3 : Digitised by CHART

leading because it does not adopt their particular political philos
ophy ,or is

not qualified v,rilh a parricu'LarL^r; "--iem" at t^c Oiid uf

its name.

No one is being asked to join Fretilin, to subscribe to everything it
says or does. We are being asked to express solidarity with Fretilin, to
recognise it is the only legitimate and unique vanguard of the East

Timorese Revolution* £nd given the nature of CIETs and-AETAs as solidarity
and support groups, no one is going to be expelled" if they do not accept
and of course that has not happened. What is being asked is that CIETs and
AETAs as such maintain the slogan "Solidarity with Fretilin*"

I* is aroundthe arrest of the Xavier group,of course, that this question
has again arisen ,and which is being used to justify an& end to solidarity
with Fretilin* Although there is no logical connection(given the above)

for ending solidarity with Fretilin because of the Xavier arrest, we need
to answer some points :

1) Some activists say they cannot accept the more serious charges against
Xavier„ This is of course their right. No one has been in East Timor since

the invasion, and no one can speak with first-hand observation,However, the
case against Xavier spelt out in the September 14 speech was very detailed
with names ,places and dates mentioned.. Without going into the points made

f

^

there in detail, it is my view that the case has been made : that Xavier

wanted to surrender, that this led him to contact the enemy, that to maintain
his base he established a "feudal fief" ,and planned a "coup" and the
assassination of his main opponents.

2) Some activists say this was simply a "power struggle". What emerges
clearly from the September 14 speech is that it was a political struggle between two opposing lines. The Xavier line, wanting to surrender and
lacking faith in the outcome, was defeated. To speak of it as a "power
struggle" is to denigrate the very serious political differences, and to
also slander Fretilin CC : to suggest that in such a long and bitter struggle
Xavier was arrested simply because someone else waafcfcd his job ! It is
slanderous because it is clear now, that in the Indonesian September
offensive it is the vast majority of Fretilin CC that has been leading,with
great success, the resistance. It is a slander because

it transfers to

Fretilin the shabby manouvres of some Australian political parties to
a revolutionary ,fighting organisation.

i

3) Some activists have suggested Xavier will not get a fair trial. It wound
be nice if someone could go as an observer. However, one of the charges
against Xavier was that he was denying the proper system of justice.Mosover
the experience of August-December 1975 showed Fretilin leaders very desirous
of seeing justice done, of avoiding lynchings etc.. of UDT peopleresponsible
for murder, including of student leader Domingos Lobato.

*0 Others have suggested that the "split" in Fretilin, the arrest of Xavier
is the end of Fretilin and the resistance.

The truth will out —

but tne

evidence of- September fighting shows this just not correct.

One last point,raised willy-nilly in this essential political discussion.
Sydney CIET and myself have been accused of hogging information. First,
with the September 1*f Radio Maubere ,the'tapes arrived on September l6eChris

Santos worked very hard to get-a Portuguese transcript.By September 17, this
was done. By September 18. the English translations was done and typed up
quickly,and sent Priority Paid to all groups.. All RM broadcasts are taped
five times in copies — four for Fretilin overseas,and one for Chris Santos,-

All news is transcribed and sent out as soon as possible to media and CIET/
All news is telexed to Mozambique immediately. —D Freney
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EAST TIMOR NEWS AGENCY

fourth floor, 232 Castlereagh St.,Sydney NSW 2000

October 11 i 1977

INDONESIAN OFFENSIVE COLLAPSES

The following message was read over Radio Maubere on October 2, 1977 ,in
English.lt is reproduced

as read:

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF EAST TIMOR

FRETILIN —

DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION AND NATIONAL SECURITY

Title: Indonesia bitterly defeated on the last September

Text: As already reported on last September, the enemy have launched (a)

massive offensive all over the country* Meanwhile, all the enemyattempts to suffocate oui* resistance have once more collapsed* and taAted
bitter defeat as well, because Fretilin revolutionary forces have severely
punished the enemy,by killing a high number of Indonesian soldiers and
capturing a very great deal of war materials.

At today's date,bloody fighting is still developing in Bobonaro and Atsabe
areas *

Other aspects of the battle where the enemy was shamefully defeated took

place in TURISCAI

area where on September 22 ,Fretilin forces have killed

21 Indonesian soldiers in Suku Lurai and three in Fan-Lelo.

On September 23,

more four Indonesian soldiers have been eliminated

in ERLIHU Maubere River.Fretilin suffered a total of three wounded .The

enemy has withdrawn to Turiscai village

and (are) being supplied only by

air through parachutes.

When the people are united,militarily and politically armed, these people
will never be defeated and the Maubere people are surely aware of this
revolutionary truth.

Independence or death. To annihilate is to win. Fight is still on. Down with
imperialism, down with Javanese imperialism.
Signed: Alarico Jorge Fernandes.

2/10/77

SUMMARY OF NEWS ON RADIO MAUBERE SEPTEMBER 30,1977 .•.

"We watch the tactic of Red Beret in East Timor. It has no longer any effect
by which the enemy should have to picture other parachut(ists) of another
colour."

Bobonaro:Heavy fighting developing.Enemey aided by heavy artillery trying

to reach high points of that region —warships and planes continually bombing
that area. Fretilin forces,in high morale, heroically resisting.Another front
over Bobonaro area from Ainaro due to impotence of attacks from border.

TURISCAI (news as above of 2/10/77) plus :flMeanwhile two Indonesian war air
craft have strongly bombed on September 23,2*1- and 25 Suku Lurai,Matori and
Fatu Berliu areas,burning out several housesUTwo civilians killed,two wounded*

LIKICA : on September 28, enemy withdrew from Maupoki to Likica village.
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i&ST TIMOR NEWS AGENCY

fourth floor, 232 Castlereagh St.,Sydney NSW 2000 Hxone: 617089 October 11,1977
INTERVIEW BETWEEN ALARICO FERNANDES"
MINISTER ©OR INFORMATION AND NATIONAL SECURITY IN
THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF EAST TIMOR AND
JOURNALIST JOHN LITTLE OF NATIONAL TELEVISION*

NETWORK CHANNEL NINE

The following interview was conducted over the Public Radio Transceiver,in
the bush outside Darwin, on October 9, 1977 :
JOHN LITTLE t Is there a lot of fighting going on between Fretilin and
Indonesian forces ?

ALARICO FERNANDES:

East Timor is still full of war ,the criminal war carried

out by the corrupt Jakarta Government. Of course, the corrupt Jakarta government
in last attempts ,has launched last September massive offensives all over

the Fretilin large controlled areas^However, the heroic Maubere people
in tight connection, unity, with the Falintil, Fretilin revolutionary
forces, once again the heroic Maubere people has defeated the vandal
Indonesian invader and is now controlling the national soil still over 80$ •
The Javanese colonialists will never establish in East Timor, And last
September up till now very fierce fighting took place and the enemy have
suffered great casualties and Fretilin revolutionary forces have captured
from the enemy a great deal of war materials*

JOHN LITTLE : How can a small force of guerrillas defeat a large nation
like Indonesian ?

ALARICO FERNANDES : Fretilin is highly optimistic in defeating (the enemy -ETNA).
Because in East Timor these is no small group of guerillas b^t a great i\•-• :
group of guerrillas. What exists in East Timor and will exist through time
is the entire heroic Maubere people under arms defending their right to freedom,
sovereignty and national independence.

JOHN LITTLE : Do you feel you have been betrayed by the Australian Government ?

ALARICO FERNANDES : What the Australian Government has done is a matter,its
affairs, of the Australian Government. What happens in the outside world,no
worries to the people of East Timor, because the people of East Timor,
counting with their own forces,are defeating the enemy,any kinds of enemy.
The people of East Timor are still aware that the internal factor is the
important factor.

JOHN LITTLE : I see you are not only a guerrilla, but a diplomat as well...

ALARICO FERNANDES : (after asking for the question to be repeated — EffiNA) .
I think I understood. Following a just ,revolutionary political line and
learning from the people who have defeated exploiters and imperialists ••••

(part inaudible because of static —ETNA) ... the people of East Timor
in the way of popular revolution ..$ rest inaudible)..

John Little then thanked Alarico Fernandes for the interview, who in turn
thanked him..•

(NOTE:

Reproduced from tape

of broadcast • Messages from refugees in

Darwin and Cape Verde (West Africa) were also sent to East Timor by Brian
Manning of CIET Darwin.This was the eighth contact since May 7,1977).
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campaign for independent baot ximqr

fourth floor, S3? Castlereagh St.,Sydney NSW 2000 Phone : 61?089 October 17,1977
TO ALL CIET/AETA GROUPS1. 12" LP: RECORD OF FRETILIN SONGS

The record "Hymns and songs of the Revolution of the Maubere People" will shortly
be available. Abilio Araujo notes :n the record will have a high quality of
production, (stereo, chorus,solist, orchestra) and will have a very nice cover,,
album-type with photos, commentary, lyrics,and translation into Portuguese and
English..." The following conditions will apply :
a) ADDRESS ALL orders to the publishers, .; VENTO DE LESTE, Rua Barao de Sabrosa,
159-A, Idsboa 1, Portugalo

b)

The cost per record is 200$00 ( 200 Portuguese Escudos) — including all

production costs, some taxes and airmail postage.

c) To avoid customs' taxes in countries of destination, the publisher would like
to have a few addresses in each country to where several small parcels can he
sent at the same time

d) the publisher would appreciate very much that large orders be accompanied
by advances of money in order to avoid any other delay.The advance sent with the
order can correspond to part or total of order cost* The records will be available
at the beginning of November*

WE THEREFORE PROPOSE THAT EACH GROUP PLACE ITS OWN ORDER WITH, THE PUBLISHERS
SYDNEY CIET, WILL BE ORDERING AN INITIAL 100 RECORDS, TO BE SENT TO FIVE DIFFERENT

ADDRESSES..., We advise you send your orders express as airmail can be slow in Lisbon,
2.

BOOK OF ABILIO ARAUJO

CIET Sydney has ordered 50 copies. If you want to order more, see the ad. in
ET News No. 17.
3. BOOKS ON VANUAAKU

CIET has ordered 50 copies of " LAND AND POLITICS IN NEW HEBRIDES"

by Barak Sope —

so far not here (cost will be $2 each —sorry can't give discount on that price).
The Trans-National Coop has ordered 100 of Chris Plant!s book fl New Hebrides on
the Road to Independence."

£,

EAST TIMOR NEWS —PUBLISHING PLANS

Given the extreme likelihood of an election in early December* coinciding with

December 7 protests, it is planned to produce EAST TIMOR NEWS No020 (November 17)
as an eight-page issue. The outside four pages will be normal format, but the
inside four-pages will be a broadsheet,for use around December 7, and for the
elections**, "The broadsheet will be produced in mass ( 10 or 20^000 ?) and be
for distribution free. Groups will be able to order the broadsheet at cost pr£r"\.
Please let us know your views on this as soon as possible. Also please let us
know your December 7 plans ,so we can put them in an ad. The last issue for
1977 will be No. 22-23 published on December 15» The next issue will be on
January 12, 1978,
WE WOULD APPRECIATE GROUPS PAYING BILLS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
BEFORE END OF YEAR .... ..

As far as the elections go, we understand one of the aid organisations is carrying

out a questionairre of election candidates,including on East Timor (on model of
WEL campaigns in previous years). We suggest,independently,, each CIET/AETA should
pressure in other ways ,through perhaps even their more detailed questions, each
candidate to state his/her position. We should also have a presence at all big meeting;
including distribution of broadsheet.
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Generally, we should seek to make East Timor an election issue.Thxs will not
be easy, given the meagre resources we have at our disposal, and the
.
position Whitlam has adopted 5which means the ALP will find it hard,with, him
as their main spokesman, to capitalise on their strong position.

The broadsheet will concentrate on the two issues : making East Timor an

election issue , and also mobilising support for December 7 demonstrations

which in the context of December 10 being the election date, can provide
a focus for the build-up in the rest'of the campaign period. (Assuming it will
be the 10th* and not the 3rdoi)-

I suggest we swap ideas and correspondence on these questions-o0
5, WILLIAMSBURG VII

The opposition to this Conference has already chalked up a first ^tory-we've forced them to switch the location to the Lakeside Hotel from the ANU,thus
removing the cloak of academic respectability they tried to hide behind,, Bu^ z
is crucial that the demonstrations, particularly against Murtopo be as numerous
and activist as possible. A leaflet will be available this week,produced m

Sydney, aimed at getting people there, but also at the uranism movement Cas ^
a possible source of many demonstrators)**. Contact Sydney CIET for further^ W

s
«*

details... Adelaide CIET is producing a poster... Contact Brendan O'Dwyer in

Canberra ( 062- 821003 ,home ; 062- k9k?^ ,work) for up-to-date information,
ret accomodation etc.o

6, "SELI HOP!" —FIRST ISSUE OUT SHORTLY

An editorial collective has been set up to produce "Seli Hoo!'\ on the lines

of East Timor News, and covering events in Vanuaaku (New Hebrides),and to a
lesser extent in New Caledonia„ The first issue (November issue) will be out^
next week — and will be produced as a free,hand-out broadsheet, giving basic
information and asking for subs* to future issues which will be published

monthly.We know most CIET/AETA groups have their hands full maintaining solidarity

work with East Timor. However, Vanuaaku is now at crisis point .Anyhne with

knowledge of French colonialism can only fear that we will be faced with a
new Timor there — the Vanuaaku Pati has boycotted elections ,but Anglo-Srench

colonialism intends to go ahead with therruLatest reports indicate the situation ^

is "very tense0"
•&• 7° UNITED NATIONS

^li
***

Mari Alkatiri, Minister for External Relations of DRET, is due to speak at
the United Nations General Assembly on October 2*f, according to information from
Lisbon«

8. INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR ON EAST TIMOR ,LISBON ,NOVEMBER" 26-2?

CIDAC,in conjunction with Fretilin, is organising this seminar. Fretilin
delegations abroad have sent pressing requests for representatives to come from
Australia. However,there are numerous difficulties : distance and cost;

preparations for November 28 celebrations and December 7 protests here ., and
perhpas most important, the extreme likelihood of an early election shortly
after, excluding politicians, most union leaders, and.other activists. However,
if you know of anyone who has been active in the East Timor campaigns, or who
is prominent politically,in unions, etc., who might be able to go, please let
us know,or write directly to CIDAC«
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WEST TIMORESE FLEES TO FRETILIN-HELD. AREAS

The following communique wasx read in English over Radio Maubere on September
23,1977 »It is reproduced as read, with comments by ETNA in brackets :
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF EAST TIMOR

FRETILIN - DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION AND NATIONAL SECURITY

The war in East Timor also awakes the brother people of
West Timor „
West Timor is also another Javanese colony• The revolution of the Maubere

people, heroically -oawch in East Timor is strongly sounding in West Timor.
In the last month, one Indonesian element has escaped from the Javanese
concentration campa at Atambua CO to Fretilin-controlled areas near Bobcr—
whose identification we do not reveal for security reasons, He has reported

){A
^

that all over West Timor the civilian population are highly unsatisfied and
living under a terrible climate of terror imposed by Javanese colonial trcops*
Many people in Atambua have already been arrested ,punished and tortured in
Javanese special concentration camps from (which) he has escaped and is still
showing along >. the body recent marks of beating and burning inflicted by the
Javanese colonial troops.

He has also reported that the situation of East Timor is grandly discussed
in West Timor, Finally, he has reassured that sooner or later the people of
West Timor will be free from Javanese colonial domination.

Independence of Death• To Annihilate is to win. Armed struggle is still en*
Long Live internationalist militancy

23/9/77

Signed: Alarico Jorge Fernandes, Minister for Information and Natxonal wcp:*l.
(1)

•u2|

(2)

Atambua is ->; in West Timor near northern border of East Timor

Bobonaro is in East Timor, near West Timor border.

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF EAST TIMOR

FRETILIN —
MESSAGE TO

DEPARTMENT 03L"INFORMATION AND NATIONAL SEC'J,:

AUSTRALIAN WORKERS ACROSS AUSTRALIA

It was (has been ?) two years that the heroic Maubere people, wisely led by
their fearless and intrepid vanguard '— the glorious Fretilin Central Comm;-L:
are carrying out the' armed struggle for their true liberation,for the
liberation of their country from the strangers' aggression yoke .The most

frightful puppets of the imperialists, the common enemy of all the oppressed
people,of the working class all over the world, and of all forces lovers of pc
and progress0

Ground this time, the people of East Timor have learned to distinguish their
friends from their enemies and to differentiate their true friends and allies
froxn their false friends. These are not all the agents of the enemy i-.:;,:?.J.
infiltrated in our revolutionary ranks.
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Th-j ardorous (1) speakers supported by the imperialists in order to ^:oyoottvscLoto^
mediate and to (under)mine

the combattive solidarity among the people, soldiarity

among the people, at last, to suffocate the normal and just struggle of the
oppressed people against the colonialists, neo-colonialists and imperialists,in
defence of the integrity of the country and the national independence*
It is in the fighting and consequently through the practice that we should
correctly make such distinctions and separate the good friends from the bad ones,

and it's been told by our beloved and martyred peopl of East Timor.
Imperialists count with the national and international power to suffocate the struggle
of the working class of the entire world, more and more intense oppression,-

However, also the

people determined to fight, always find firm support from

certain friends and allies which are highly numerous and in constant growing.-.
The people of East Timor highly appreciate the effective support given by
the Australian workers to their struggle against the Javanese colonialists,as
well as the building of these support will easily draw more and more strengthening /^%

the militant solidarity and already increasing between the two people — the

W^

people of East Timor and the Australian people.

Independence or death. To annihilate is to win. Armed struggle is continuing*
Long live the militant solidarity. The- victory is certain.

2V9/77
Signed: Alarico Jorge Fernandes ,Minister for Information and National Security*

Notes: (1) This is derived from a Portuguese word, meaning "very fluent".
This communique was read by Mr Fernandes over Radio Maubere on September 25jir*
English.The text is produced as read,with comments by ETNA added in brackets.

MINISTER MARI ALKATIRI MEETS WITH MOZAMBICAN
PRESIDENT SOMORA MACHEL AND GUINE-BISSAU PRESIDENT LUIS CABRAL

Minister for External Relations in the Democratic Republic of East Timor, Mari
\^Alkatiri met President Samora Moises Machel of the Peoples Republic of Mozambique.,

in. Maputo on September 2^,1977 in a very cordial and highly fraternal discussion
that lasted two hours. Also present were Military Adviser Rogerio Lobato, and
DRET Ambassador to Mozambique,Roque Rodrigues, and Mozambican Minister of State
of the Presidency, Oscar Monteiro. President Machel reaffirmed personal and
official unconditional and total support and revolutionary solidarity from
FRELIMO and the P.R. of Mozambique to the Revolutionary Government of DRET and
Fretilin.

Mari Alkatiri on September 23, held an important press conference in Maputo
attended by Mozambican Government officials: and representatives, in Maputo including
those from the USSR, PR of China, Cuba,Vietnam,Korea ,other socialist countries,and s

some West European countries,, The press conference was broadcast in full over Angola's
On September"25, Minister Alkatiri met with President of the Republic of GuineBissau,Luis Cabral, in a very fruitful and fraternal meeting ,in the'Angolan capita:.
of Luanda. Minister Alkatiri was invited to the next PAIGC Congress in November ?•

Minister Alkatiri also met. with Angolan External Relations Minister Paulo Jorge,
and will meet'President Agostinho Neto shortly. The President of Benin,Col.Mathieu
Kerekou

also sent a message

of solidarity and support with the DRET.
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